with the ~a1 ~planations British pub~~hers have offered for the large price differentials between their U.K. and US. customersexplanations such as increased distribution costs and currency fluctuations-the author examined 108 journals published by seven major British publishers. He compared their U.K. and U.S. prices and price differentials against four "Value indicators": local use, citation frequency, a listing in Katz 3 Magazines for Libraries, and QCLC holding libraries, He has found that high prices and high price differentials correlate with high indicators of use/value. Lie concludes that the data suggest that British publishers arepricing their journals in the U.S. market according to what that market is apparently willing to bear. He further suggests that the challenge for libraries arising from this pricing strategy is to identifv on-going mechanisms for measuring value against price, in order to ensure that the price any publ~her demands for a title corresponds to the value delivered.
Exactly why these publishers have been unwilling to acknowledge that they are acting in accord with this fundamental economic tactic is in itself a tantalizing enigma. But, admit it or not, the reasons for charging U.S. institutional customers, for the same journals, substantially more than equivalent U.K. subscribers are not difficult to discern.
Those reasons are not, at least primarily, the reasons publishers seem ready to recite. Postage and shipping to the U.S. is one such reason. The postage and shipping charges which American publishers add to their overseas subscriptions, when such charges are added at all, appear to increase the prices of American journals sold overseas by lO-15%. The average 1985 markup on the British titles we have examined, on the other hand, was a hefty 66%. If shipping indeed warrants that sort of markup, American libraries might better buy a 747 and ship the titles themselves.
Even if by some miracle American librarians were able to get together and buy that 747, though, at least some British journal publishers would be unlikely to find that an acceptable alternative, These publishers, curiously, have become alarmed that some American libraries have been "avoiding" paying those higher US. prices. That is why many of them have been insisting that British subscription agents begin to identify the final destination of each subscription, even when the agent receives and reships the titles himself. In fact, what one suspects is that the revenues publishers are "losing" by our practice of purchasing British titles through British agents at British prices are not revenues designed primarily to cover the costs of distribution.
This suspicion has been strengthened in our minds by the unspoken but real information conveyed by the prices British publishers are charging their U.K. and non-U.S. overseas customers. We know from a 1981 Royal Society study [2] that Britain accounts for 15% of total sales of British scholarly journals, that the U.S. market accounts for another 35-40070, and the remaining 50-55% of sales made elsewhere overseas. Let us assume that this general distribution holds for most major British journal publishers. Most publishers charge their non-U.S. overseas subscribers either the same price as their U.K. customers, or a price IO-20% above the U.K. rate. Those lower prices-that is, the prices publishers charge to 6065% of their customers-speak clearly. They tell us the price at which the publisher can meet his costs and realize some profit. [3] The higher U.S. prices, in that context, tell us quite explicitly why British publishers are alarmed when American subscribers "avoid" paying those inflated publisher-assigned American prices.
Nor have we been satisfied with the explanation that U.S. prices are higher because publishers fear fluctuations in the pound. Indeed, the direction of the pound in recent years has been downward against the dollar, though never more than 15-16% in any January-December period.
[4] Moreover, those American libraries which buy either directly from the publisher or through an American agent pay, not in pounds, but in dollars. If a publisher's intent is to make about the same margin of profit on a title sold in the U.S. in dollars as on a title sold elsewhere in pounds, given the downward direction of the pound that prevailed in the 1984-85 period, there was simply no justification for charging U.S. customers who paid in dollars an average rate of f1.00 = $2.30 when the pound's actual value at the time 1985 prices would have been set (May-June 1984) was in the range of $1.40. In those circumstances, when the pound did drop even further against the dollar, margins on titles paid in pounds would have dropped but margins on titles paid in dollars would have increased, even had American subscribers been paying rates closer to $1.40 than those they were actually paying. Again, publishers' pricing strategies strongly suggest that they have not been motivated primarily by a desire to protect themselves from wide fluctuations in the value of the pound, nor have they been interested in making the same margins on U.S. sales as they realize on domestic and other foreign sales.
The standard explanations, then, that British publishers offer for the substantial differentials demanded of American libraries simply fail to convince. Much more likely because more natural has seemed to us the explanation which, in any other context, would seem too obvious to need stating: that British publishers are pricing their products in their various markets in the same way other ordinary businesses price theirs, that is, according to what each market will bear.
And why will the U.S. market bear these high differentials? Why will we pay more for the same products than other world customers? In part, no doubt, because we can pay more. In part, too, surely, because we find it wrenching to break subscription runs. But mainly, we suggest, because British publishers have done their marketing homework. Of the titles we have examined, high price differentials (i.e. 3OVo+ above the U.K. price) correlate strongly with high indicators of use/value. British publishers are marketing strong products for which, not surprisingly, they are charging strong prices. They are charging-and American librarians are paying-Wedgwood prices for products that are, arguably, Wedgwoods. Given this pricing strategy, librarians indignant at high differentials and itching to respond with large-scale cancellations would have a tough time scratching that itch.
To test this suspicion that British publishers have set high differenti~ rates on titles American libraries would be least likely because least willing-or able-to cancel, we began by identifying from an initial local study and from Hamaker and Astle's investigations [5] seven major British publishers whose journals exhibited large differences between U.K. and U.S. price. These publishers were: Biochemical Society; Basil Blackwell; Butterworths; Cambridge University Press (CUP); Longmans; Oxford University Press (OUP); and Taylor & Francis. We then identified as many of the periodicals of these publishers to which we subscribed as time and resources permitted. This search produced 108 titles. Price differentials for these 108 titles ranged from 16% above the U.K. price to 114%. The average U.S. price for these titles exceeded the average U.K. price by 66%.
We then measured these 108 titles against four variables that we expected would give us indications of a title's "value": (1) local use; (2) citation frequency (i.e. the number of times articles in a journal are cited in other articles) [6] ; (3) the number of OCLC holding libraries [7] ; and (4) a listing in the latest edition of Katz's Magazines for Libraries. [8] We obviously lacked key marketing information available to the individual publishers, data such as their U.K. production costs or breakdowns of subscriptions by country and by institutional/individual subscriber. We recognized that we would thus not be able to discern for any given title why the publisher had decided upon a particular U.K. and U.S. price, and hence a particular differential. We did expect, though, that these four variables would provide broad comparative indicators of a title's value to patrons and scholars, extent of U.S. institutional market penetration, and name recognition or prestige.
Using these four indicators, we wanted to know how many of the 108 titles in our pool met how many of the following "value criteria": (1) medium or high local use; (2) To be sure, each of these criteria, taken individually, are fairly blunt instruments, Citation frequency, for example, as reported in ISI's SCI/SSCI Journal Citation Reports 1984, needs to be used with considerable caution. Taken together, though, these four criteria have enabled us to make, even if in a rough way, "value" comparisons between titles published by the same or one of the other six publishers.
Both the aggregate data and the data from individual publishers which we have gathered from these 108 titles tends to confirm our suspicion that British publishers have set high differential prices on strong titles. The data also suggests that many of the titles which, according to our criteria, are stronger tend also to bear somewhat higher differentials than the less strong titles.
In Table 1 we see that 85, or nearly 80%, of the titles we examined met multiple value criteria. The average markup on these titles was 68%. The average markup on the 23 titles meeting none or only one of our four criteria was 58%-not a staggering difference, but an intriguing one.
The 85 titles meeting two, three, or four criteria exhibited, on average, significant local use. They tended to be cited more frequently than titles meeting fewer of our criteria. They were also more likely to be acknowledged, in one of the basic lists of "best and most useful" English-language titles, as being key journals in their fields. These titles were also much more widely held than titles scoring less well against our criteria.
High-scoring titles, too, tended to differ noticeably from lower-scoring titles in the areas of costs and revenues generated. The 85 high-scoring titles were priced in 1985, on average, 14% higher ($176.30 v. $150.78) than titles scoring comparatively less well. They also generated, per individual U.S. institutional subscription, on average, a greater amount of revenue than did lower scoring titles ($67.78 above the U.K. subscription price v. $56.78 above).
If one assumes that the number of OCLC holding libraries can give us a rough indication of the distribution of a publisher's U.S. institutional subscriptions (that is, that Title A has twice as many U.S. subscribers as Title B), one can also estimate the comparative U.S. revenues each title might tend to produce. To derive such a figure for any given title, one calculates first the title's average dollar markup over the U.K. price. One then multiplies this figure by the number of OCLC libraries holding that title. When we did the math for these 108 titles, we found that the stronger titles would have tended to generate, on average, two and one-half times more revenue on U.S. sales than might have been generated by titles meet- These specific dollar figures, of course, are simply indicative. Clearly, we have no access to any publisher's U.S. circulation figures. If OCLC holdings, though, do tend to reflect a publisher's U.S. subscription distribution, we can gain some insight into variations in differentials. Somewhat lower differentials on titles with higher sales can tend to generate as much or more revenue than higher differentials on titles with lower overall U.S. sales. Hence, we need not expect to see a neat correspondence between high differentials and high value indicators. We should, though, expect to find that strong titles-those which are used more heavily, cited more frequently, and are more highly esteemed in the judgment of expertswill be more widely held, will command higher prices, and hence will tend to generate more revenue than less strong titles. And that is indeed what the data indicate.
This tendency for stronger titles to bear somewhat higher differentials was also marked in the case of two of our criteria taken separately. The 46 titles which ranked in citation frequency in the first or the second quartiles of the SCI/SSCI Journal Citation Reports tables were priced an average 71% above the U.K. price. The 24 titles ranked in the third or the fourth quartiles were priced 52% above the U.K. price. Similarly, the 95 titles exhibiting medium to high local use bore average differentials of 67%; the 10 titles on our list which exhibit low local use bore differentials of a still high but comparatively lower 52010.
This tendency appeared, too, when we examined titles by subject. In Table 2 we clearly see that, for the 18 titles in our pool that are held by our Engineering-Transportation Library, higher use correlates strongly with higher differential rates-and with higher prices, too. The nine highest priced titles have a differential rate of 86% above the U.K. price; the nine lowest priced titles have a much lower (though still high} 57% differential. In the case of these titles, at least, it would seem that publishers recognize the relation between value and price and have set their rates accordingly. Those nine highest priced titles, too, one might note, meet an average of 2.1 of our value-criteria: the nine lowest priced meet, on average, only 1 .O. This table also illustrates well the danger of focusing solely on price in isolation from various indicators of use or "value." A title that costs $735 but gets 290 uses can be construed as costing, for that year, only about $2.54/use. On the other hand, a less expensive but also much less used title may be, per use and for that year, 10 or 12 times more expensive, which is another way of saying that librarians need to consider with caution the variety of ways in which useand value-might be measured. Of the eight titles that failed to meet any of our criteria, four were relative newcomers which in any case could not have met one of our criteria (inclusion in Katz, which appeared before they were published) and could have met two others only with difficulty (a more than average number of OCLC holding libraries and a citation frequency ranking in SCI/SSCI's Journal Citation Reports, which require three years of data on a title in order to calculate a ranking). These recent titles are Journal of Garden History (Taylor & Francis, 1981-, 52% above the U.K. rate); Bioessays (CUP, 1984-, 53% above); British Journal ofMusic Education (CUP, 1983-, 56% above); and Laser & Particle Beams (CUP, 1983-, 79% above). A fifth recent title which met just one of our criteria was Behavior and Information Technology (Taylor & Francis, 1982-, 56%). It is, however, worth noting that apart from Laser & Particle Beams, which is a title covering a growth-area in the U.S. research community, the price differentials for the other four recent titles, though high, are in fact in each case well below the average U.K./U.S. price differential for the other more established titles published by each firm. This is precisely the sort of pricing pattern one would expect to see in each case. One can perform on the data other calculations that will confirm these patterns wherein stronger titles tend to bear somewhat higher differentials and tend as well to generate-again, if our OCLC variable gives us an accurate picture of U.S. subscription distribution for each publisher's list-considerably more U.S. revenue than titles scoring less well. One can, for example, using that OCLC variable, project the comparative amount of U.S. revenue that each title might have generated. One can then divide each publisher's list in half, comparing the estimated top revenue earners against the bottom earners. For each publisher, one would find that the average amount of U.S. revenue, per individual subscription and per all sub-scriptions, is greater for titles scoring higher against our criteria. In the case of three publishers -Taylor & Francis, CUP, and Longmans -when examined from this perspective, stronger titles tended also to bear somewhat higher differentials. Differences between top revenue-generators and bottom revenue-generators were, respectively, 93% vs. 77%, 74% vs. 65% and 49% vs. 39%.
The data we have gathered thus far in our investigations are not conclusive. Some of our indicators-such as our citation frequency variable, for example-need refinement. Moreover, to get a complete picture, one ought to examine all the titles on a publisher's list. Still, the data-and common sense -does suggest we are looking in the right direction. Specifically, the data strongly suggests that some British publishers are setting very high differential rates in the U.S. market on what are very strong titles. In this way they are able to realize higher revenues per title from their U.S. sales than they would derive were U.S. libraries paying either their general overseas rates or, where separate overseas rates are not quoted, the U.K. rate. At the same time, by setting those higher differentials on relatively stronger titles, publishers effectively minimize the risk of cancellations. The pricing strategy which CUP and Taylor & Francis appear to be following on new titles, where these titles are priced in the U.S. at rates below their "fleet average" differential for more established titles, tends also to support this surmise. Finally, the data also suggests that, although virtually all the titles examined bore "high" differentials, the higher differentials tended to be attached to the stronger titles.
One needs to add some cautions to this latter point. The highest differentials do not in every case correspond to high indicators of value; nor do (relatively) lower differentials always correspond to low use or low citation frequency or to few holding libraries. Keesings, on the Longmans list, at 83% above the U.K. price meets four of our criteria and is clearly a central title by any measure. Yet Longmans in 1985 priced the equally key English Historical Review at only (!) 36% above the British market. Still, even at one-third the price of Keesings and with that lower differential, based on its probably wider U.S. circulation, we estimate that EHR might have generated in the U.S. market nearly half as much revenue as the title bearing the higher differential.
Clearly, one ought not to press variations among absolute differentials too hard. Differentials, after all, tell us as much about the British as about the U.S. price. Public Administration, for example, met only one of our criteria yet in 1985 was priced 89% above the U.K. price. From OCLC, we assume that comparatively few U.S. libraries hold the title. Yet this title has by far the highest total circulation (as reported in Uirich's) of any title on our Blackwell list. Its circulation, one might speculate, may well be relatively wider among British libraries; the title may even be targeted principally to the U.K. and Commonwealth market. Many of its articles deal with aspects of British politics and government. Moreover, its overseas rate is significantly lower than the rates of the other Blackwell titles we examined (9070 above the U.K. price v. 20-25070 for the other titles). Blackwell's, then, may be pricing Public Administration primarily for its domestic and non-North American market. Hence the high differential might in this case be the result, not of a desire to extract from American librarians the last possible farthing, but rather of a recognition of this title's limited ability to penetrate the U.S. market coupled with a desire on the part of Blackwell to keep its price in Britain and in some Commonwealth markets attractively low. Particular differentials, then, are surely as conditioned by the U.K. as by the U.S. market. All of which, though, still leaves unanswered the question: Why price this title to those fewer U.S. subscribers 89% above that lower U.K. price? Other overseas customers pay only f2.50 more than British customers. U.S. subscribers pay an average f24 more.
If it would be a mistake to focus too narrowly on specific differentials between particular titles, U.S. librarians, reflecting on the overall magnitude of the differentials and the high quality of the titles to which they are attached, can legitimately surmise that many British publishers have targeted their strongest titles for high, if not always the highest, differentials. After all, of the 108 titles we examined, 103 (95%) were in 1985 priced at ieast 30% above the U.K. price; 96 (89%) were priced at least 40% above the U.K. rate; 84 (78?'0) were priced at least 50% above the U.K. rate. If the U.K. price for a title tells us what is at least the publisher's break-even price, those high U.S. differential rates in turn indicate the sort of profit margins British publishers are realizing from their U.S. sales.
It would be a mistake, too, to regard the mere narrowing of these differentials as a sign of "victory" for the American library community. Those rates could be narrowed by a lowering of the U.S. price-which will not happen, at least not without some dramatic action by American institutional consumers. They could be narrowed, as Taylor & Francis has been narrowing its 1986 differentials, by a rise in the British price-which is no service to our British colleagues who are also struggling to keep their patrons supplied with ready access to these same research publications. Similarly, a single price for the entire world would have the same negative effect upon-British libraries (not to mention the libraries of far less affluent parts of the world) with no corresponding advantage to us. The single world price, we may be certain, would be the higher U.S. price, not the lower British.
More than bare price differentials between countries, our data indicate that American librarians ought to be taking a second look at the actual prices we are being charged for British journals. Those prices suggest that we may need to become more alert-and discriminatingconsumers. Consider, for example, one of those anomalies on our list, Taylor & Francis' History o~~~~c~~jo~. This title failed to meet our value criteria in a single category. Its 1985 issues cost U.S. libraries a hefty 112% above the price charged U.K. subscribers. But even more surprisingly, those issues cost U.S. libraries $131.00. Now, according to Horn and Lenzini, 191 the average 1985 U.S. education periodical costs only $37.81. History of Education may well be a better title than the average U.S. education periodical. Still, rather than focusing only on that 112% differential, American librarians ought to be asking how they might go about deciding whether this title is worth 247% more than the average U.S. education periodical. This question of worth-to whom and by what measures-is one of the key questions raised by this phenomenon of differential pricing.
In Table 3 we set out the results of a spot comparison of 1985 U.S. prices for various categories of British journals versus the average 1985 prices for U.S. periodicals in the same subject areas. In philosophy and religion, political science, and economics the prices of the British periodicals we examined exceeded those of their average US. counterparts by 145%, 117%, and 91070, respectively. Clearly, more work needs to be done with these sorts of comparisons. For one thing, we ought to attempt to identify the true peers and the true competitors for each of these titles and compare those prices one with another. Very likely many British journals are far better titles than the "average" U.S. title in the same field. Still, these wide variations in price for journals in the same subject area are worth both further investigation and reflection.
In particular these variations are worth reflection because they point to the question: What for any journal is the upper limit to which its price could rise before librarians would find that its price exceeded its usefulness?
This question, in an institutional setting, where the people who use a journal-and those who will someday use the journal-are not the people who bear the direct costs of that journal, is particularly difficult. Yet, in the light of Table 4 , the question for U.S. librarians may well become increasingly apposite. Taylor & Francis, for whatever reasons, feels confident pricing its titles in the U.S. market an average 84% above the U.K. price. How long will it take other British publishers, with titles equally strong or even stronger, to consider whether their titles are not underpriced in the U.S. market? How high, after all, could the U.S. price for Mind or for The Journal of African History rise, regardless of the U.K. price, before American librarians balked? There are already indications that German publishers are watching closely the reactions of the American library community to the pricing strategies of their British counterparts. One, VCH, has taken action. Nor should we expect that American publishers will fail to notice how we respond to this issue.
The real challenge differential pricing raises is not the challenge of inducing British pub-lishers to narrow their differential rates. Any narrowing will not likely work to the advantage of their major institutional customers-us. Rather, the real challenge to American librarians is to begin acting more like the consumers we are. We need to begin aggressively to let the market carry our message. That message must be: We will cancel titles that do not meet and continue to meet minimum standards of value. But in order to send that message we need to be designing and sharing with one another mechanisms that will enable us to discern, for our various disciplines, the relative value to our patrons of the products we purchase for their use, and purchase in most cases with public money. The indicators we selected for this study may not be the best ones or even the right ones. Indeed, one will likely need a variety of criteria and indicators for our various disciplines. Yet indicators we will need. Nor ought we to construct these mechanisms out of a mean-spirited resentment of British publishers and their high differential prices. Frankly, many of us have found these differentials higher than would seem reasonable. Still, publishing is a business. Businesses run on profits. And as people in business for the long run, these publishers surely need sufficient revenues for capital investments, for shoring-up lower-earning but important titles as well as for beginning and shepherding new titles. Without more information, we can only record our puzzlement and look for patterns.
Yet, if we cannot, from the outside, decree what any given title "ought" to cost, we can very well say what for any given title we are willing to pay. The key question for us, then, is not: What's the other fellow paying? Nor is it even: What's that fellow raking in? Rather, it is: Am I getting what I'm paying for? If British titles, in comparison to their counterparts, are indeed Wedgwoods-and many of them surely are-then we ought to expect to pay Wedgwood prices. What we need, though, are ways not only to distinguish the Wedgwoods from the budget brands. We need to know how we will weigh price against value. In any case, what we ought not to do is to continue to distort the journal pricing market, whether through inattention or timidity, by continuing to pay whatever we are asked simply because we are afraid to break a complete run or to do the hard work necessary to convince faculty of the need to balance value against price in our journal collections.
With every renewal we send a message. Every renewal tends both to confirm this year's price and to ground next year's. To that extent we are in a measure responsible for the prices we pay. As managers of other people's resources, before we pay many more additional installments, let's start examining the china.
APPENDIX
In Tables Al-A7 we list the 108 titles used in our study, along with prices, differentials, and variables met. TABLE A4  CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, SELECTED TITLES TABLE A7  TAYLOR & FRANCIS, SELECTED TITLES 
